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Max & Jewel Hamilton

In 1971, Tom and Millie Fisher, along with Charlie and 
Liz Sandlin, bought Plastifletch from Max Hamilton and 

his wife, Jewel. Plastifletch vane technology and manufac-
turing evolved as time went on. Back in 1948, Max cut the 
first vanes with scissors and templates, then progressed to 

a cellulose extruded material and a punch press. 

Millie & Tom Fisher

Charlie Sandlin

Max Hamilton
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AAE's Booth at the ATA Show.
Tom Fisher Sr. & Dan Fisher manning 

the AAE Booth at the ATA Show.

The Fisher Crosshair 
Sight & Light.

Charlie Sandlin, 1963 FITA World Champion 
with a forward-handle bow designed by 

Tom Fisher Sr.
Max Hamilton's original 

Plastifletch logo.

AAE's original Injection Molding press 
used for making vanes and nocks.

Max Hamilton in 1950, at his work 
bench perfecting the Plastifletch Vane.

19711971
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AAE started injection molding vanes in 1974 due to a lack 
of quality extrusion equipment while at the same time 
introducing the Plastinock. Since then, AAE has led the 
industry in the manufacturing of nocks and vanes, and 
continues to be the largest manufacturer of vanes and 
nocks in the world. AAE relocated to our current location 
in Prescott Valley, Arizona in 1977.  
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Tom Fisher Jr. (T.J.) & Dan 
Fisher in 2007 with the 

Max Hunter vanes, 
named after Max Hamilton.

Dan, Tom Sr, Nick & T.J. Fisher

2021
T.J., Tom Sr. & Nick Fisher

2021
T.J., Chelly, & Nick Fisher

2021
Chelly, T.J., Tom Sr.& Nick Fisher

Tom Fisher Sr. with two of the 
forward-handeled bow's he designed.  

His first design was built in 1958.

2021
T.J. & Nick Fisher
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At the turn of the century Tom and Millie elected to retire and sell 
the company to their two sons, T.J. and Dan Fisher, as they were both 
instrumental in AAE’s past accomplishments and growth.  In 2006, 
AAE took the opportunity to purchase Cavalier Equipment from Dick 
and Diane Tone, which added a blooming line of quality products 
to AAE’s growing brand.  2013 brought more change as Dan Fish-
er retired from AAE to pursue other interests outside of the family 
business.  The past decade has seen Nick Fisher, who was raised and 
trained in the family business, become GM.  With the evolving, strong 
support team, Nick expects the 50 year legacy of the Fisher Family 
and Arizona Archery Enterprises to continue it’s success for decades 
to come.



Front Cover & Inside spread photos by 

Michael Wilson

Front Cover: "Red Colorful Sunset at Granite Basin Lake"

Inside Cover:  "Watson Lake Fireworks 2019"

Both photos take in Prescott, AZ

AAE’s Management 
Team
Thank you for your interest in AAE!  We 

have recently seen a large increase in 

archery participation which has been 

very exciting.  Archery is a great sport 

for all generations and we continue to 

experience spikes amongst ladies and 

youth archers.

 I am very proud of AAE and our 

dedicated team of great people 

that we consider family.  They are 

the driving force in AAE's growth 

as our employees are all passionate 

about archery and what we do.  

From engineering to production to 

customer service - we strive to be the 

best.  We take our leadership seriously 

in the ever growing and changing 

archery industry.  

Working with our partners, OEM 

customers, top level hunters and 

professional archer's every year aids in 

helping AAE design and produce top 

quality, original products right here in 

our Arizona based facility.

These combined skills, along with 

the consistent increase in precision 

of today's archers, produces amazing 

results.  This allows AAE to continue 

to evolve and develop new designs 

every year.  Our team is incessantly 

looking for innovative ideas for new 

products and making changes to our 

existing products that will improve 

the archery experience.  It may only be 

adding an engraving mark on one of 

our rests or slightly changing material 

in one of our vane lines to improve the 

toughness, but we never stand still.  

Good luck and good shooting!

T.J. Fisher, President and CEO
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Plastifletch MAX has a perfect width base 

for great adhesion and proper shaft fit. It’s 

designed with a thinner (.018”) section to 

keep it light and flexible.  The Plastifletch 

MAX 2.0 shield-shaped vane adds another 

size for archers who want a 2-inch low profile 

vane.  

Available in two sizes: PM-2.0 Shield and 

PM-23.
4.6 grains

2.30”.38”

PM-23

3.9 grains

2.0”.38”

MAXPlastifletch

AAE’s Pro MAX was designed to be the ideal 

size for 3D and mechanical broadheads.  

We used the superior design of our Max 

Hunter vane, scaled down for improved bow 

clearance. 

6.7 grains

1.70”
.46”

MAXAAe pro

The MAX Hunter Vanes are unlike any other 

high-profile, 2-inch vane on the market. This 

is the perfect high profile hunting vane for 

fixed broadheads. 

AAE’s Superior  
High Profile Vane

8.5 grains

2.10”
.58”

MAX

AAE’s MAX Stealth vane offers the whisper 

quiet shape of our Elite Plastifletch 26 vane. 

This extremely quiet and accurate vane will 

be appreciated by every archer. 7.5 grains

2.70”
.50”

Max Stealth
AAE MAX®VANES

AAE MAX Vanes are made 

with our unique proprietary 

“Elastimax” material that is 

extremely tough, yet flexible.  

This allows a high degree 

of helical, or fletching wrap 

around the smallest-diameter 

shafts. 

The first vertical section of the 

vane is thicker for added vane 

stiffness and durability.  The 

vanes also offer an exceptional 

adhesion (when used with 

our MAXweld Primer Pen and 

MAX Bond glue) and a unique 

“ribbed” design that channels 

the air vortex, making the 

vane control the arrow more 

efficiently while increasing 

stability and accuracy. 

All MAX vanes are available in 

ten colors: Black, Blue, Bright 

Green, Fire Orange, Hot Pink, 

Purple, Red, Sunset Gold, 

White, and Yellow.  Packaged in 

display packs of 40 and 100, or 

boxed in 500 bulk. 
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AAE introduces the New Hybrid 

line of vanes featuring AAE’s 

revolutionary Base Dynamics 

technology.

Every vane company on the 

planet assumes the vane base 

only functions to bond the 

vane to the arrow.  Well, at AAE 

our research team decided 

to look deeper into the base/

vane relationship and how the 

base could play a role in the 

dynamic performance of the 

vane once installed. 

After years of testing we 

discovered that there is 

indeed a directly proportional 

effect on a vane's dynamic 

performance in flight and how 

the base and vane is designed 

resulting in Base Dynamics. 

All Hybrid vanes are 

manufactured using our 

industry leading Plastifletch 

“Lick & Stick” material with 

factory applied activator. 

It features the new Base 

Dynamics design in addition 

to AAE’s legendary stabilization 

ridges for the ultimate in ease 

of fletching, durability, and 

performance.

The New Hybrid line of vanes 

comes in 16, 1.85 Shield, 2.0 

Shield, 23, 26, 40, HP, and XB 

sizes.  All Hybrid vanes are 

available in ten colors: Black, 

Blue, Bright Green, Fire Orange, 

Hot Pink, Purple, Red, Sunset 

Gold, White, and Yellow. 

Packaged in display packs of 

100 or boxed in 500 bulk.

Combines the popular High Profile 2-inch 

vane with the Hybrid stability and ease of 

fletching. 
2.05”

.535”

6.1 grains

HYBRID HP

A great Indoor option with exceptional 

steerage for large fixed blade broadheads.

3.80”

.50”

10.6 grains

HYBRID 40

The great all-around size that follows in 
the footsteps of the Max Stealth. 

2.70”

.50” 8.3 grains

HYBRID 26

At home on any target or 3D course as 

well as steering your favorite mechanical 

broadhead.  Exceptionally quiet flight. 2.30”

.38”
5.7 grains

HYBRID 23

Utilizes AAE’s original 2.0 Shield, the most 

winning shape in target archery.

1.95”

.33”
3.9 grains

HYBRID 2.0 

A favorite size in Europe for FITA/FITA Field 

this vane is a true wind beater.

1.85”
.30”

3.2 grains

HYBRID 1.85 

For the archer who prefers a parabolic vane 

in a compact size.

1.70”
.38”

4.0 grains

HYBRID 16

AAE HYBRID VANES
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World Archery Vane
AAE’s WAV vane is the toughest and most 

accurate vane for the world class recurve archer.  

It is designed to be used with any fletching 

jig, and will stay on your arrow shaft shot after 

shot.  Low profile for riser clearance, ultra thin 

(.010/.3mm) and very durable.  The WAV vane 

has performed flawlessly in local tournaments 

and world championships. 

Available in ten colors: Black, Blue, Bright Green, 

Fire Orange, Hot Pink, Purple, Red, Sunset Gold, 

White and Yellow.  Packaged in display packs of 

50 and boxes of 500 bulk. 

1.7 grains

2.0”
.33”

AAE teamed up with accomplished 

outdoorsman and traditional archer Aron 

Snyder to create the first ever Traditional 

archery vane.  The Trad can be shot off 

the shelf, while maintaining the same 

flight characteristics and impact point as 

feathers.  The new AAE TRAD vane provides 

Traditional archers the confidence to take 

that important shot in wet or inclement 

weather while having the security of 

knowing their fletching’s will be unaffected, 

resulting in longer and more successful 

hunts in the field. The TRAD vane is made 

from AAE’s Elite material for quick and easy 

fletching at home or in the field with no 

vane prep needed as the TRAD vane comes 

with a factory applied activator.  

They are available in three sizes: 26, 40, 50, 

and ten colors: Black, Blue, Bright Green, 

Fire Orange,Hot Pink, Purple, Red, Sunset 

Gold, White, and Yellow. 50 packs

2.70”
.50” 3.8 grains

TRAD-26

3.80”.50” 5.3 grains

TRAD-40

4.75”
.50” 6.6 grains

TRAD-50

TRAD VANES
Yellow

White
Sunset Gold

RedPurple
Hot Pink

Fire Orange

Bright Green

Blue
Black

AAE VANE COLORS All AAE Vanes come in 10 different bright colors.  This is our color reference chart.

2.70”
.50” 11.7 grains

HYBRID XB
AAE teamed up with Gregg Ritz, the Industry’s leading 

crossbow guru to develop the ultimate crossbow vane.  

Using the same profile as the Max Stealth, the Hybrid XB 

is designed to handle speeds in excess of 430 FPS while 

maintaining pure flight characteristics and ultimate accuracy.
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AAE is very proud to be associated with 

technical expert John Dudley from Nock-On 

TV.  Now you can get the same vanes that John 

has proven the most accurate on the market 

for his tournament archery and hunting.  

Available in: Plastifletch Max 2.0 Shield, 

Plastifletch Max 23, Pro Max, Max Hunter, 

and Max Stealth.  Printed with the “Nock-On” 

signature logo in Bright Green, Fire Orange, 

Hot Pink, White and Yellow.  

Packaged in 40 pks.

Plastifletch Max  2.0

Plastifletch Max 23Pro Max

Max Hunter Max Stealth

3.80”

.50”

10.3 grains

EP-40

2.70”

.50” 7.2 grains

EP-26

2.30”

.38” 4.9 grains

EP-23

1.75”
.38”

3.2 grains

EP-16Elite Plastifletch is made 

from a special custom blend 

of materials that gives it 

great memory, durability, 

and instant adhesion. The 

concave base has an applied 

activator to improve adhesion 

and speed arrow assembly. 

Tough material, vane to vane 

consistency, and bright colors 

has made Elite Plastifletch the 

most widely used vane in the 

world. Available in four sizes: 

EP-16, EP-23, EP-26, and EP-40. 

Ten colors: Black, Blue, Bright 

Green, Fire Orange, Hot Pink, 

Purple, Red, Sunset Gold, 

White, and Yellow. Packaged in 

bags of 100 and boxes of 500 

bulk. Also packaged in bags 

of 50 with a 3-gram tube of 

Fastset Gel. 

ELITE PLASTIFLETCH
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The Max Adhesion Kit 

has everything you need 

for fletching MAX vanes: 

one 20-gram bottle of 

Max Bond Glue, one 

MAXweld Primer Pen, 

and one package of Max 

Clean Wipes.

MAX ADHESION KIT

AAE’s Max Clean Arrow Wipes are a quick 

and easy method of cleaning arrow shafts 

for proper fletching adhesion.  No more 

spilling liquids or smelly chemicals in your 

house or shop when prepping arrows for 

new shaft or re-fletching projects!  Max 

Clean Arrow Wipes can be used on all forms 

of carbon, aluminum, and crested arrows.  

10 wipes per pack.

MAX CLEAN WIPES

Max Bond is specifically formulated 

for our Max vanes.  Max vanes include 

our Plastifletch Max, Max Hunter, Pro 

Max and Max Stealth vanes.  Max 

Bond glue also works well with Elite 

Plastifletch, Hybrid, and most other 

plastic vanes.  Max Bond is a high-

viscosity liquid that is easy to work 

with and penetrates well when using 

our tough Elastimax material.  Whether 

you are fletching carbon or aluminum, 

this is the toughest glue available. 

Packaged in a .7-oz. (20-gram) bottle.

MAX BOND

The MAXWeld Primer Pen preps the base of our Max Vanes.  We recommend using the 

MAXweld Primer Pen applicator for maximum adhesion on all MAX vanes.  

(Not for use on Elite Plastifletch, Hybrid, or WAV vanes.)

MAXWeld PRIMER PEN
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AAE Epoxy is a two-part, 24-hour epoxy for gluing 

nocks and point inserts into aluminum and carbon 

arrow shafts.  It is also an excellent all-purpose 

epoxy that retains a very flexible bond.  The 

syringe is designed to dispense equal amounts 

of resin and hardener to maximize strength.  

Designed to be used with AAE carbon point 

inserts, nock inserts, and all aluminum inserts.

EPOXY

Fastset Gel is a cyanoacrylate adhesive 

specially formulated for gluing AAE nocks, 

Elite Plastifletch, Hybrid, and WAV vanes 

to both aluminum and carbon shafts.  

Its higher viscosity makes application 

easier and bonds Elite Plastifletch, Hybrid, 

and WAV vanes to the shaft instantly, 

creating a strong, permanent bond that 

must be cut to be removed.

Available packaged in a 3-gram tube, a 

9-gram tube, or a bulk box of 25.

FASTSET GEL

Max Impact is AAE’s 

superior insert adhesive 

designed for high 

impact applications. 

Max Impact is blended 

with rubber to increase 

its ability to withstand 

and absorb sudden 

high loads.  Works great 

on inserts. 

Packaged in a .7-oz 

(20-gram) or 2.0-oz (59-

gram) bottle.

MAX IMPACT
Max Clean Arrow Cleaner is 

a concentrated, Eco-friendly 

powder that dissolves in water. 

It removes oils, and changes the 

pH of the surface of the shaft 

to promote adhesion.  Each cap 

full will clean about 200 arrows.  

Works on all types of arrow 

shafts.  Included is enough 

powder to clean 500 shafts.

Available in standard 3-oz size 

or 8-oz. bulk that mixes in a 

1-gallon container.

MAX CLEAN

AAE MAX WRAPZ
Introducing the new AAE MAX WRAPZ!  As the industry's 

leading vane manufacturer, it was time to offer AAE customers 

an extremely high-quality Arrow Wrap to complement their 

arrow build.  Making arrows more visible in flight, easier to 

recover and they look amazing! The Max Wrapz are made from 

the highest quality non-coated vinyl and adhesives for ease 

of installation and long-lasting adhesion to the shaft.  Max 

Wrapz are 1" x 5.875" and designed to fit arrow shafts up to 

the most standard hunting size of 6mm (.246). 

Available in Flo Yellow, Flo Orange, Flo Green or Flo Pink and 

come 12 to a pack.
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ARROW WRAPS
Introducing the new Cameron Hanes “Keep Hammering” Arrow Wraps!  

An extremely high-quality Arrow Wrap to complement your arrow build. 

Making arrows more visible in flight, easier to recover while also supporting 

Cam’s “Keep hammering” movement!  The Wraps are made from the highest 

quality non-coated vinyl and adhesives for ease of installation and long-

lasting adhesion to the shaft.  The Keep Hammering Arrow Wrapz are 1" x 

5.875" and designed to fit arrow shafts up to the most standard hunting 

size of 6mm (.246).  

Colors currently available are Flo Yellow, Flo Orange, Flo Green and Flo Pink 

and come 12 to a pack. 

2.70”

.50”8.3 grains

HYBRID-26 VANES

As one of the most accomplished outdoorsmen, writers 

and Bowhunters in the industry, Cameron Hanes 

demands the same excellence from his equipment 

as he does from himself.  As a result, and after 1000’s 

of shots testing vanes Cam chose the amazingly 

accurate, durable and easy to fletch Hybrid 26.  All of the 

AAE Hybrid vanes are manufactured in the USA using the 

industry leading Plastifletch “Lick & Stick” material with 

factory applied activator. 

Hybrid vanes features the new Base Dynamics design 

to maximize the vane materials dynamic stiffness once 

applied to the arrow as a result of the base to vane design 

in addition to AAE’s legendary stabilization ridges for the 

utmost ease of fletching, durability, and performance.

Available in 40 packs of Bright Green, Hot Pink, Sunset 

Gold, White, and Yellow.  

As a high-country hunter, Cameron is mindful of weight going in as he's always 
prepared to be coming out heavy, but he is never willing to sacrifice accuracy or his 
ability to make the shot when it counts.  So, when it came to what Stabilizer Cam 
wanted to use the NEW AAE Mountain Series line fit the bill from top to bottom.

The New "Keep Hammering" Stabilizer is the ultimate in an UltraLight micro di-
ameter stabilizer that reduces the effects of wind while maintaining stiffness and 
the truest definition of a stabilizer.  Featuring a revolutionary internal vibration 
dampening material, the Mountain Series "Keep Hammering" Stabilizers are 
designed as the preeminent hunting stabilizer.

Available in: 10"-2.25 oz., 12"-2.75 oz., and 15"-3.1 oz.

As a lifelong bowhunter and an extremely dedicated practitioner of shooting year-

round, Cam understands better than anyone the importance of a dependable, 

tunable and repeatable fall away arrow rest.

The Cameron Hanes branded "PROPHECY" rest is a full-capture,  fall-away rest 

designed for any archer that demands the maximum in accuracy, consistency, and 

dependability who want to “Keep Hammering!” 

Built on AAE's renowned Pro-Series frame, the Cameron Hanes Prophecy provides 

both vertical and horizontal micro-adjustment for ease of set-up and fine tuning 

while utilizing the most durable and repeatable dove tail system in the industry.  

The proprietary trigger mechanism in the Prophecy includes an integrated nano-

second delay allowing the rest to stay up longer while maintaining maximum 

clearance.  The flexible yet unbreakable launcher adds forgiveness and minimal 

arrow noise.  The stainless-steel tolerance-fit axle rotates on twin stainless-steel 

sealed ball bearings for ultimate strength and consistency.  It also features a field 

replaceable activation cord for ease of set-up and timing whether in the shop or 

in the field.   

The Prophecy's internal mechanism does not cycle when letting down, reducing 

potential unwanted noise in addition to the highest cycle count resulting in the 

longest lasting mechanism in its class.  A slight rotation forward on the knob will 

activate the rest into the down position when done shooting or when storing bow.  

Available in: Black & RH or LH

NEW
!
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The Pro Drop, the most accurate and stable limb-driven fall-away 

rest on the market, is now the most versatile as well.  The Pro 

Drop can quickly and easily be converted from a limb-activated 

fall-away rest to a fixed blade rest in a matter of minutes.  The Pro 

Drop’s stainless steel axle rotates on twin stainless steel sealed ball 

bearings for the maximum accuracy, dependability, and longevity.  

The Launcher Arm stays up longer, increasing the time the arrow is 

on the rest which leads to more accuracy.  The Pro Drop also features 

a shortened “Drop Time” allowing for maximum clearance. 

The Whale Tail Launcher is a urethane over-molded spring steel 

launcher.  The activation cord is coated stainless steel to minimize 

stretching.  AAE’s Limb Sandwich allows for upper or lower limb 

mounting.  The Pro Drop is micro-adjustable both horizontally and 

vertically, making it easy to set-up and tune. Included is our Launch 

Pad to deaden any arrow or rest noise. 

Available in: Standard, Hoyt Tec, Extended, or Carbon Mounts. RH/LH

Limb or Cable 
Activated 
Fall-Away

Rest

AAE’s Prophecy rest is a full-capture, fall-away rest designed 

for hunters and target shooters that expect the best in accuracy, 

consistency, and dependability.

Built on AAE’s renowned Pro-Series frame, the Prophecy provides 

both vertical and horizontal micro-adjustment for ease of set-up 

and fine tuning.

Our proprietary trigger mechanism includes an integrated nano-

second delay allowing the rest to stay up longer while maintaining 

maximum clearance and minimal arrow noise. The stainless steel 

tolerance-fit axle rotates on twin stainless steel sealed ball bearings 

for ultimate strength and consistency.  It also features a field 

replaceable activation cord for ease of set-up and timing. 

The Prophecy’s internal mechanism does not cycle when letting 

down, reducing potential unwanted noise, and it has the longest 

lasting mechanism in its class. 

Available in: Black or Red, RH/LH.  Standard Mount.

The Hawk Eye is a full-capture, limb-driven fall-

away rest.  It features our flexible DOA launcher 

arm for increased accuracy. It has a dual bushing 

system with a precision ground axle and sliding 

launcher system for simple tuning.  Included is 

AAE’s limb sandwich and Launch Pad for easy 

set-up and quiet shooting.  The adjustable cage 

provides full arrow containment.  A great rest at a 

great price.

Available in: RH/LH.

Full-Capture • Limb-Driven
Fall-Away Rest
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The Stinger Arrow Rest 

is designed to be an 

economical, precision 

arrow rest. It features a 

dual bushing system with 

precision ground axles and 

sliding prong system for 

both accuracy and ease of 

adjustment.  

Available in: RH/LH.

STINGER

The Lil’ Freakshow was created to offer the advantages of a full-capture rest 

with the accuracy of a launcher blade target rest at a price point every parent 

can afford.  The crew at AAE knew that Jesse Broadwater wouldn't settle for 

anything less than what he knew would help every young aspiring archer 

achieve their goals.

Jesse has been setting the standard by which all other archers are measured, 

beginning when he shot a perfect 560 Hunter round at the Outdoor Nationals 

as a youth. 

The Lil’ Freakshow is the perfect target rest to get your child headed in the right 

direction.  Featuring a dual bushing system and a precision ground axle, the Lil’ 

Freakshow now includes the Pro-Series blade holder to allow the beginner the 

ability to use AAE’s Pro-Series blades with the hex alignment system. 

The adjustable cage provides full arrow containment for safety.  

Available in: RH/LH.

lil’ freakshowlil’ freakshow
Full-Capture Rest

The Driven CD & LD Fall-Away 

arrow rests were designed to give 

bowhunters and target archers 

on a budget the tune-ability, 

vane clearance and accuracy they 

demand in today's market.  Built 

on the renowned Pro Series frame, 

vertical and horizontal adjustments 

with laser etched reference marks 

make tuning quick and easy with 

the confidence of knowing you can 

set it and forget it. 

Available in: RH/LH

CABLE or LIMB DRIVEN
NEW!
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The Launch Pad deadens the 

launcher impact of all fall-away 

rests, provides security, and 

helps locate your arrow before 

the draw.

LAUNCH PAD
The eZ Clamp installs quickly and 

securely to your up or down cable with 

two Plastite screws to ensure a firm and 

safe grip on the cable.  A unique set 

screw provides easy timing adjustment.

eZ CLAMP

UNIVERSAL Limb Sandwich 

is easy to install.  The unique 

set screw design allows for 

easy timing of all limb driven 

rests.

ROUND Limb Sandwich is 

easy to install.  It has a unique 

set screw design allowing for 

easy timing adjustment of all 

limb driven rests.

Small Limb Sandwich

The SMALL and LARGE Limb Sandwich’s are 

for the Pro Drop or other AAE limb-activated 

fall away rests.  It provides maximum clearance 

between the modern larger diameter cams 

and factory installed limb dampeners. 

Large Limb Sandwich

LIMB SANDWICH

• The Small Limb Sandwich fits limbs 

3/4-inch and under.  

• The LARGE Limb Sandwich fits limbs 

1-inch and under.

The Pro Cage Offset 

Block is for bows that 

have a deeper riser 

cutout or thicker risers 

and need the Pro Series 

Cage to sit farther out 

from the rest.

The Pro 

Series Half 

Cage fits on 

the Pro Drop/

Pro Blade 

and provides 

containment from bounce offs 

during the draw cycle and from 

high wind conditions.

The Pro 

Series Full 

Cage is a full 

containment 

cage that fits 

on the Pro 

Drop/Pro Blade and Freakshow for 

complete arrow security.

PRO SERIES PARTS

The Whale 

Tail Topper 

supports the 

Whale Tail during 

the shot cycle 

for extended 

launcher life.

AAE’s Pro 

Series Whale 

Tail Launcher 

now utilizes 

the Pro Series 

Hex for quick 

and accurate 

launcher 

replacement.

Pro Series 

Blade Holder 

allows the archer 

to use any of 

AAE’s Pro Series 

launcher blades 

that have the 

alignment hex.  It fits on any rest 

with a 3/16-inch shaft. Blade not 

included.

PRO SERIES BLADE HOLDER
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The Pro 

Series Low 

Clearance 

Cage fits on 

the Prophecy 

& Driven 

arrow rests for bows that have low 

cable rod placement on the riser.



freak
show QD

freak
show QD©©

Extended Mount

Slot length: 2.693”

Standard Mount

Slot length: 1.645”

NEW
!

The Ultimate in Precision 
Arrow Rests with Quick 
Detach system
Featuring Jesse Broadwater’s Mount 

Design 

The Freakshow is the toughest, most accurate micro-

adjustable target rest on the market today.  So what could 

the development team at AAE have done to improve on 

it? Simple, make it detachable with one hole repeatability 

while maintaining the unique torque tuning features 

archers have come to expect.  The NEW Patent Pending 

Freakshow QD is just that! In addition to the standard or 

long mount the new rest features an industry first Patent 

Pending adjustable launcher arm called the “Sling Blade”.  

The Sling Blade features AAE’s proprietary hex alignment 

connection for ease of blade replacement without losing 

your tune but now it is adjustable forward or back without 

having to move the entire rest.  The new Sling Blade will 

allow archers to torque tune quickly with both forward and 

rear adjustability dependent on the archers set-up.  The 

Sling Blade comes with an engineered 38° angle when set 

in line with the rest itself while also keeping the overall 

blade angle adjustment of the original.  The QD mount also 

comes with an incorporated bubble for archers using single 

berger hole risers which allows them to set the mount/rest 

perfectly straight. 
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NEW
!

The NEW SLING BLADE launcher arm 

incorporates AAE’s proprietary hex 

alignment launcher blade system which 

allows the archer to change the blade 

without having to re-adjust their tune.  

The Sling Blade arm can be purchased 

separately to fit onto any previous 

Freakshow or Pro Blade models.  

Available in RH or LH.



AAE’s proprietary hex alignment launcher blade system allows the archer to 

change the blade without having to re-adjust their tune. 

The Freak Blade utilizes AAE’s proprietary hex cut-out for precise launcher 
blade replacement.  This blade is specifically designed for the skinniest of 
FITA arrows used for outdoor shooting.  The arm length, width and depth of 
the fork cut were tested and evaluated by Jesse and our team resulting in 
the most accurate launcher blade in the industry.

The Standard Blade is the most versatile of all the launcher blades.  The 
width allows for a wide range of arrow sizes while maintaining the fork 
length and depth of cut this blade has become famous for.  This blade 
also utilizes AAE’s proprietary hex cut out for precise launcher blade 
replacement.

The Wide Blade was created for use with large diameter indoor and 3D 
arrows.  The wide blade maintains the proportional fork and depth of cut 
length while scaling up to support the largest of arrows.  This blade also 
utilizes AAE’s proprietary hex cut out for launcher blade replacement.

All blades are available in three thicknesses: All blades are available in three thicknesses: 

.008”, .008”, .010”, and .012” and two lengths: .010”, and .012” and two lengths: 

Original length: Original length: 1.85”, and short length: 1.625”.1.85”, and short length: 1.625”.

HEX LAUNCHER  BLADES

PRO BLADE Compound Target Rest 
The Pro Blade Target Arrow Rest has been designed with the help of some of the top 

tournament compound shooters in the world.  This 

rest has been built to meet their exacting standards 

for accuracy, durability, and ease of adjustment.  

Each Pro Blade has been CNC machined to very high 

tolerances.  We believe our Pro Series frame is the 

finest platform for a target rest ever produced.  

Launcher blades included with the Pro Blade are 

the most common sizes and thicknesses used: Original 

length, standard width in .010” thickness (installed) and 

wide width in .012” thickness.  Pro Blade components are 

Stainless Steel.  

Available in: RH/LH. Standard Mount: Red, Black, Blue, 

Pink, Green, Silver. Hoyt Tec Mount: Black only.

Featuring Jesse Broadwater’s Mount Design 
The Freakshow is the original arrow rest in this line of arrow rests.  It utilizes 
Jesse "The Freak Show" Broadwater's unique torque tuning methodology 
and it comes in either an extended or standard mount.  AAE's proprietary 
hex alignment launcher blade system is also featured allowing the archer to 
change out the blade without having to readjust their tune.  The launcher 
arm rotates for the exact blade angle preferred.  Laser-etched adjustment 
lines and overized lock-down machine screws ensure adjustments are 
visible and rest is secure.  The Freakshow comes with two different original 
length launcher blades to help the elite target archer adjust for the perfect 
tune: standard width in .010" thickness (installed) and wide width in .012" 
thickness.  Freakshow components are Stainless Steel.

Standard or Extended Mount
The Freakshow is available in two models: the Standard Mount (1.645") or 
the Extended Mount (2.693"), which allows the rest to be set in the optimum 
position for torque tuning.

Launcher Styles
There are several launcher styles to help the elite target archer adjust for the 
perfect tune.  All launcher blades are available separately.

The Freak Launcher Blade was specifically designed through a collaboration 
of AAE's engineering team and Jesse Broadwater.  This blade is specifically 
designed for the skinniest of FITA arrow used for outdoor shooting.

Extended Mount

Slot length: 2.693”

Standard Mount

Slot length: 1.645”
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The Gripper Quiver Mount by AAE 

provides an option for archers wanting to 

mount a back bar off the side of their bow 

using an accessory or quiver mount hole. 

Featuring 7075 aluminum, the Quiver 

Mount includes a bolt and washers to aid 

in mounting. 

Available in: Quiver Mount or Quiver 

Mount with Quick Disconnect.

#Getagrip

gripper - QUIVER Mt.

w/Quick
Disconnect

gripper - DOUBLE V-BAR Mt.
The Gripper V-Bar Mount 

by AAE offers unmatched 

adjustment and stability 

for archers shooting a 

V-Bar.  Featuring 7075 

aluminum, the wider body 

portion offers additional 

clearance while the tapered 

engagement provides 

maximum surface area 

contact for excellent 

rigidity.

Available in: Double V-Bar 

or Double V-Bar with Quick 

Disconnect.  

#Getagrip

w/Quick
Disconnect

gripper - SINGLE Mt.
The Gripper by AAE has been redesigned and improves 

on the original Gripper.  Gripper’s proprietary tapered 

engagement offers maximum surface area contact for the 

ultimate in security while using 7075 aluminum to provide 

the most rigid connection to the bow possible.  AAE’s new 

proprietary BLS (Bolt Lock System) automatically micro-

drives the Gripper apart when the user loosens the bolt.  

The BLS prevents the unwanted seizing or binding common 

with anodizing, allowing the user to quickly and easily 

make minor adjustments.  Laser etched reference marks 

have been added to both axes to monitor the finest of 

movements. 

Available in: Single Mount or Single Mount with Quick 

Disconnect.

#Getagrip

w/Quick
Disconnect
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The Gripper Slings and Hot Rodz Slings are super durable and 
very easy to adjust.

Available in seven colors: Brown Camo, Orange, Black, Green, Blue, 
Pink, and Red.

HOT RODZ SLINGS

The Gripper Sling - Many of today’s 

bows, including carbon bows, do 

not provide enough accessory 

mounting points to utilize all of the 

high-end accessories an archer may 

want.  AAE’s engineers combined 

the safety of AAE’s HR Sling with the 

world renowned Gripper back bar 

brackets allowing the archer to have 

both of these products together in 

one unit on their bow. 

Available in: Single Mount with 

Quick Disconnect or Double V-Bar 

with Quick Disconnect.

Sling colors: Brown Camo, Orange, 

Black, Bright Green, Blue, Pink, and 

Red.  

#Getagrip

Double
Single

gripper - SLING

The Gripper Quick 10° is a 

10-degree, Quick Disconnect 

that is the most stable QD on 

the market today.  Made from 

7075 aluminum for the ultimate 

in rigidity, the Gripper Quick 10° 

was also designed for perfect 

on-center alignment with any 

stabilizer on the market.  

#Getagrip

gripper - QUICK 10°

The Stable Lock is 0°/straight 

quick detach system for your 

stabilizer.  It’s very easy to use.  

Just one quick twist and it’s off.  

Made of anodized 7075 aluminum. 

STABLE LOCK QUICK DETACH
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The Street Rod stabilizer was specifically designed to allow archers to 

maximize their stabilization potential while remaining on a budget. 

The Street Rod features hi-modulus carbon with the fit and finish AAE 

customers have come to expect.  With a MAP price of $136.99, the 

Street Rod is the perfect stabilizer for youth and beginning archers. 

Available in : Front Bars are 24”, 27”, and 30”. Back Bars/Side Bars are 10” 

and 12”.

STREET ROD

The Nitrous is for the archer that wants the highest quality 

tournament bar.  It is constructed from a custom blend of ultra stiff 

high-modulus carbon, making it the stiffest bar available.

AAE’s Nitrous stabilizers offer benefits and features unlike any other 

stabilizer on the market.  The bars have a small .700” O.D. that is as 

stiff as the top tournament bars available from AAE and have internal 

dampening for a smooth shot.

The Nitrous features AAE’s Hidden Weight System (HWS).  Each Front 

Bar comes with a 1-ounce cap and a built-in 2-ounce internal weight 

located at the weight end. 

The standard 1-ounce black cap can hold two additional hidden 

brass weights, for a total of 5-ounces.  The optional 4-ounce stainless 

steel cap increases the front weight capacity to 9-ounces without 

changing the O.D. of the bar.  This greatly reduces the wind profile of 

the stabilizer.  Optional end caps available to allow up to 22 ounces of  

total weight.

Back Bars/Side Bars feature a larger diameter weight system 

incorporating a 6-ounce tapered weight that increases the leverage 

factor of the weights and maintains a smooth wind profile.  Weights 

are sold separately.

Nitrous Specifications

Front Bar lengths: 27”, 30”, 33”, and an 18” Wind Bar.  When properly 

balanced, the Wind Bar will not affect the arrows impact point as a 

result of the stabilization change from the archer’s standard front bar 

to the Wind Bar. 

• The Front Bar comes with a 2-oz insert weight and a 1-oz outer 

Black Cap that will hold up to two additional hidden weights. 

• Other HWS components sold separately.

• Back Bar/Side Bar lengths: 10”, 12”, and 15”. 

• Back Bar/Side Bar comes with one vibration ball. 

• 1-oz, 3-oz, and 6-oz tapered weights sold separately in Stainless 

Steel, Black, Blue, Bright Green, Hot Pink, Neon Yellow, Orange, 

Purple, and Red, and Flat Black.

NITROUS

The Advante-X is a micro-diameter stabilizer designed to offer archers 

the advantage of a micro diameter .500 (1/2”) bar for additional wind 

reduction while weighing only 3.2 oz at 30-inches long including end 

caps.  The Advante-X is made from high-modulus carbon for maximum 

stiffness.  Archers looking to shoot more accurately in the wind while 

retaining the aiming characteristics and adjustability top archers have 

come to expect depend on the Advante-X.  

For the archer looking to customize stabilizer logo color combinations 

to their other bow accessories, AAE includes five different laminated 

decals: Blue, Green, Pink, Red, and Tan.  Front Bars include: 3 ounces of 

weight. Back Bars have no weights included.  The Advante-X uses HR 

stabilizer weights.  Front Bar lengths: 27”, 30”, and 33”. Back Bar/Side 

Bar lengths: 10”, 12”, and 15”.

ADVANTE-X
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      FLAT BLACK                   RED                         PURPLE                    ORANGE              NEON YELLOW          HOT PINK                  GREEN                        BLUE

6-OZ.  
TAPERED

3-OZ.  
STACK

1-OZ. WT. 
(3-PK.)

Black 6-OZ.  
TAPERED

3-OZ.  
STACK

1-OZ. WT. 
(3-PK.)

Silver

When 1-oz seems to be just too much, the new 

1/3-oz weights allow the archer to make the 

smallest of adjustments. Available in: 1/3-oz 

aluminum or black anodized aluminum (3 pk). 

1/3-oz. Weights

All Front/Side Bar Weights are 
available in: Stainless Steel, Black, Blue, 
Bright Green, Hot Pink, Neon Yellow, 
Orange, Purple, Red, and Flat Black.

• 1-oz. Single Weight (3 pk.)

• 3-oz. Stack Weight

• 6-oz. Tapered Weight

Front and Side Bar Weights

HR STABILIZER WEIGHTS

1/2-OZ.  
BRASS WT. 

(2-PK.)

1-OZ. 
BRASS WT. 

(2-PK.)

The brass internal weights allow for micro-

tuning of the HWS. 

HWS weights are available in: 1/2-ounce 

and 1-ounce Brass Weights (2-pk).

HWS - INTERNAL BRASS WTS.

15-OZ.

8-OZ.

4-OZ.

1-OZ.

HWS End Caps:

AAE’s proprietary HWS allows the archer to maintain the desired amount of forward weight while maintaining 

the bar’s overall wind profile. Each Nitrous Front Bar has a built-in 2-ounce internal weight located at the weight end. 

NITROUS HIDDEN WEIGHT 
SYSTEM (HWS)

1-oz Black End Cap
holds up to two additional internal
ounces for 5 ounces of total weight.

4-oz Stainless Steel End Cap
holds up to three additional internal

ounces for 6-9 ounces of total weight.

The Big Rig 8-ounce Stainless Steel End Cap
holds up to four additional internal 

ounces for 10–14 ounces of total weight.

The Heavy Hauler 15-ounce Stainless Steel End Cap 
holds up to five additional internal 

ounces for 17-22 ounces of total weight.
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Western Hunter—Whether out West chasing 

high country mulies, or in a stand shooting 

across a corn field at that white tail of a 

lifetime, you need a bow that is balanced.  

Most hunting stabilizers provide an adequate 

amount of front weight but do nothing to 

counter balance quiver and sight weight.  

AAE developed the Western Hunter to allow 

the hunter to balance the bow just like a 

tournament bow.  A balanced bow reduces 

torque and makes for a more accurate shot.  

The Western Hunter comes with two carbon 

rods, 8” and 10”, 5-oz. of adjustable weights, 

one bracket, and two vibration-dampening 

balls.  

Available in: Black, RH/LH. 

Additional weights sold separately: 1-oz. (2 

pk.), 3-oz., and 4-oz. tapered weight.

6” (2.65-oz)

8” (2.90-oz)

WESTERN HUNTER

The Mountain Series Stabilizer are designed as a hunter's 

stabilizer.  This series of stabilizers is an ultra light, micro 

diameter stabilizer to reduce wind drift while maintaining 

stiffness.  They have a revolutionary internal vibration 

dampening material to kill residual frequencies before it 

reaches the bow.  There is a 3-oz weight that comes on it.  

It is available in four different lengths: 8", 10", 12", and 15".

Additional Weights are sold separately.

8" (2.1-oz)

10" (2.5-oz)

12" (2.75-oz)

15" (3.1-oz)

MOUNTAIN SERIES
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6” (1.83-oz)

                       8” (2.13-oz) 

The Conquer line of stabilizers was created to meet 

the needs of archers that want a minimal size with 

maximum stabilization and vibration dampening.  

Conquer stabilizers utilize hi-modulus carbon for an 

extremely effective lever arm to maximize stabilization 

characteristics.

The New end cap incorporates LIMBSAVER technology to 

address vibration at its origin preventing unwanted feed-

back at the bow.  The Conquer line comes packaged with 

five total ounces of weight.  Additional weights can easily 

be added to customize the stabilization needs of every 

archer.  Featuring a matte black finish with camo-flamed 

logo, the Conquer line of stabilizers is a highly effective 

and stylish addition to any hunting bow.  

Conquer stabilizers are available in: 6-inch, 8-inch, 10-inch, 

12-inch and 15 inch.

CONQUER

2-oz. 
disc weight

4-oz. 
disc weight

PRO STOCK

The Pro Stock Hunting Stabilizer is the most tunable 

bow-hunter freestyle type stabilizer on the market 

that does not change the overall length of the bar 

(that may result in violations of the 12” max rule 

during competition).  The Pro Stock’s unique end 

cap allows the weights to be screwed on the outside 

of the end cap rather than to the end.  The Pro Stock 

will accept up to 16-ounces on the end and comes 

equipped with two 2-oz. disc weights with 4-oz. 

weights being sold separately.  The end cap weighs 

3-oz. and comes with three spacers (25 grains each) 

to ensure no matter how many disc weights the 

archer uses, the weights are always centralized at 

the end of the bar for maximum effectiveness.

4.5-oz. including a 2.6-oz. threaded end cap

Gripper Quick 10°

Gripper Single w/QD

The Conquer Extreme Kit combines the best of all  

of AAE’s hunting stabilizer technology providing 

everything the ultimate predator will need to set up a 

long range tack driver.  The Kit includes two Conquer 

stabilizers, a 12-inch and 15-inch, a Gripper Single w/QD, 

and a Gripper Quick 10 with 10-oz of flat black weights.  

The 12-inch and 15-inch Conquer stabilizers are also 

available separately.

12” (3.03-oz)

15” (3.48-oz)

CONQUER EXTREME KIT

FEATURING

TECHNOLOGY
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The Gold Line Stabilizer Extension is the culmination of two years of 

development from AAE’s product development team and two-time Olympic 

Silver medalist Jake Kaminski.

The Gold Line Extension is the first extension of its kind to use AAE’s proprietary 

two-piece articulated body design that features a Compression Spacer and 

Tensioning Bolt.  The Compression Spacer was designed to reduce vibration 

and feedback while the articulated body maintains the stabilizer systems 

effectiveness.  The Gold Line Extension's Tensioning Bolt allows the archer to 

fine tune the articulated body pressure on the Compression Spacer to set the 

desired tune and feel; resulting in tighter groups and a more consistent tune.  

The Gold Line Stabilizer Extension is available in two different lengths: 3-inch or 

4-inch.

GOLD STABILIZER 
EXTENSION

The Gold Aiming Aperture has a .019”/.5mm 
super bright fiber optic aiming dot.  The small 
aperture results in a more precise aiming window 

down range. The thread attachment is an 8-32 
thread.  Orange, Blue and Green fibers are 
included.

GOLD AIMING APERTURE

The Gold Tab 

Ledge 

Available in: 

RH/LH.

Brass Palm Plate

• Available sepa-

rately

• Fits KSL brass and 

aluminum tabs

AAE’s KSL Gold 

Tab Finger 

Spacer Kit adds 

a soft rubber 

cushion with 

an adjustable 

thickness from 

.370” to .600” to the KSL Gold Tab Finger 

Spacer.

KSL GOLD TAB PARTS

KSL GOLD Finger Tab in black 

anodized aluminum

KSL GOLD Finger 

Tab in brass

The KSL Gold Tab is AAE’s cutting-edge design that 
represents a breakthrough in ergonomics, comfort, 
and feedback. Every curve, part, and edge has been 
ergonomically designed to conform to the contours of 
the shooting hand while prompting correct technique 
and providing a secure fit.  The KSL Gold Tab fits like 
a glove every time.  The Cordovan face is oriented on 
the grain of the leather for consistency.  The face and 
backing on the KSL tabs are replaceable. It features our 
custom elastic finger strap for more comfort.  The KSL tab 
plate comes in either brass or anodized aluminum.  The 
brass gives the archer added weight in the release hand 
for extra stability.  The Palm Plate is made from a hard 
composite material allowing increased adjust-ability to 
find the precise feel every archer is looking for.  The KSL 
Gold Tab comes with an adjustable finger spacer. Brass 
tabs come with brass finger spacers; anodized aluminum 
tabs come with anodized aluminum finger spacers.  Both 
come with an adjustable anodized aluminum ledge. 

Available in: Small, Medium, or Large, Cordovan or Super 
Leather, RH/LH

KSL GOLD TAB
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AAE’s Gold Micro Clicker was the first 
micro-adjustable clicker made.  The 
Micro-Clicker is designed to give all 
recurve archers a precision draw length 
adjustment.  The Gold Micro Clicker 
allows you to make adjustments while 
shooting, and is fully adjustable to 
fit different bow and arrow lengths.  
Each click is .005” per click. It mounts 
under the sight and is slotted for easy 
adjustment.  The Gold Micro Clicker 
blades are made of nickel plated spring 
steel. 

Available in: RH/LH.

GOLD MICRO CLICKER

The Gold Extended Clicker was designed by AAE’s 

engineers and two-time Olympic Silver Medalist Jake 

Kaminski.

Utilizing AAE’s Gold spring steel clicker blade, the Gold 

Extended Clicker is the most accurate and consistent 

extended clicker available.

The Gold Extended Clicker mounts to and will adapt onto 

any sight bar on the market. 

GOLD EXTENDED CLICKER

The Gold Micro Plunger has been 

designed for the most discriminating 

archers.  Incorporated in the design are 

several features and improvements that 

will help you adjust your plunger to achieve 

the arrow flight and accuracy you need for 

world class performance.  With the help of 

Olympic Silver Medalist Jake Kaminski, AAE 

has created a new ultra light weight carbon 

stem that reacts faster than any plunger ever 

made.  Combined with our Signature Teflon™ 

sleeved, stainless steel barrel, accuracy gains 

are unparalleled. Jake and AAE have also 

developed a new stem tip using aerospace 

materials that last incredibly long while not 

damaging carbon or aluminum arrows.  

Available in: Blue, Red, Silver and Black.

GOLD MICRO PLUNGER
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Silver metal 

backed with 

self adhesive 

foam tape. 

With a replaceable support arm. 

T-300 Target
Silver metal 

backed with 

self adhesive 

foam tape. 

Teflon™-coated replaceable 

support arm. 

T-300 Hunter
White Lexan 

backed with 

self adhesive 

foam tape. 

Stainless steel cover plate, plus a 

replaceable support arm. 

Super T-300 Target
Brown Lexan 

backed with 

self adhesive 

foam tape. 

Stainless steel spine point, plus 

Teflon™-coated replaceable 

support arm.

Super T-300 Hunter

All ST-300 and T-300 rests are available in RH/LH.ST-300 & T-300

The Super Flyte is a unique rest that 

has a versatile mounting bracket for easy 

installation, and adjustable hex rod for 

deep center cut bows, and a removable 

spine point/pressure plate for use without 

a plunger. The arrow cage has been added 

as a safety feature for the beginning or 

young finger shooters, allowing the arrow 

to stay contained if it happens to fall off 

the arrow support arm during the draw 

or shot. This is the perfect rest to put on 

your training bows in church camps and 

youth clubs. In addition, this reliable rest 

has a replaceable support arm for quick 

changes in the field. 

Available in: Black, RH/LH.

SUPER FLYTE

The Champion II rest is designed for elite 

finger shooters. This rest fits on the inside 

of the sight window, eliminating the 

need for screws or bolts. The opposing 

magnets have a very light tension on 

the arrow support arm, similar to our 

Free Flyte and Free Flyte Elite rests. This 

simple and totally adjustable rest is easy 

to set up and tune, yet provides the same 

time-tested accuracy as our other finger 

shooter rests. 

Available in: Black, RH/LH.

CHAMPION II

The Free Flyte Micro is an upgrade 
of our popular Free Flyte rest. We 
have added a very simple horizontal 
micro-adjustment and positive lock. 
This handy adjustment is especially 
helpful to the target shooters trying 

to super tune their equipment, or 
the bow hunter looking for perfect 
broadhead flight. 

Available in: Black, RH/LH.  Patent No. 
5,503,136. 

FREE FLYTE MICRO

The Free Flyte is two rests in one! 

Position the magnet one way and the 

arrow support arm becomes a flipper 

style rest. Reverse the magnet and the 

arrow support arm folds away upon 

release for perfect clearance. Ideal for 

hunting, target, and 3-D shooting, the 

Free Flyte can be used for either release or 

finger shooters. 

Available in: Black, RH/LH.  Patent No. 

5,503,136

FREE FLYTE

The Free Flyte Elite is a CNC machined version 

of our popular Free Flyte arrow rest. This rest can 

be mounted with the conventional side plate or 

the riser can be drilled and tapped for ultimate 

stability.  The dual magnet system allows for both 

inward and outward movement of the arrow 

support arm.  Two positive locking vertical and 

horizontal adjustments allow each archer to set up 

this rest to fit any bow and make quick, positive 

changes for each set-up and arrow diameter.  This is 

the ultimate finger style rest for the serious target 

archer or hunter.  The Free Flyte Elite rest must be 

used with a plunger, either the Master Plunger or 

our Gold Plunger for an unbeatable combination.

Available in: Black, RH/LH.  Patent No. 5,503,136.  

FREE FLYTE ELITE
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AAE’s Three Finger Under Student Tab was designed 

especially for students who want to take their archery shooting 

seriously. The plate is made from a lightweight material and 

uses our Super Leather face.  This affordable tab is made for 

shooting light poundage bows and is made for either the right 

or left handed shooter. 

The Three Finger Under Student Tab is available in: Small and 

Medium sizes.  The Small Student Tabs come in Blue, Green and 

Pink.  The Medium Student Tabs come in Orange and Yellow. 
SMALL MEDIUM

STUDENT TAB

The Elite Tab Ledge 

is anodized aluminum. 

Available in: RH/LH. 

AAE’s Elite Tab Finger 
Spacer

is made from a lightweight material.  

It comes with the two socket head 

cap screws needed to attach it to 

your tab.

AAE’s Adjustable
Finger Spacer Kit 

will adjust in thickness from .400” 

to .600” with a soft cushion rubber 

external surface that allows you to 

shoot comfortably all day long.  The 

Adjustable Finger Spacer fits AAE’s 

Elite Tab.

ELITE TAB PARTS

HAIR
Hair is actual hair-on cowhide. Some 

archers like it because it is so slick.  

The problem with hair is that the face 

wears very quickly because when the 

string comes off the tab, it pulls out 

the little hairs.

SUPER LEATHER
Super Leather is a treated cowhide. 

It is a little more weather resistant, 

uniform in thickness and easier to 

break in, but doesn’t last quite as 

long as Cordovan.

CORDOVAN
Cordovan is premium leather taken 

from the rump of a horse. It varies in 

thickness and is remarkably sturdy 

and durable.  It takes a while to break 

in, but will last longer than any other 

face.

What is the difference in the Tab Face materials?

Super  

Leather
CordovanHair

The Elite Tab is used by most top competitors because of 

its versatile arrangement. Its anodized aluminum plate and 

completely adjustable ledge are enhanced by the unique 

features of replaceable faces and backing.  The Elite Tab comes 

with the original Elite Tab Ledge and Elite Tab Finger Spacer. 

Available in: Cordovan, Super Leather, or Hair. Four Sizes: 

Small, Medium, Large, and Extra-Large. RH/LH

ELITE TAB
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The Adjustable Magnetic 

Clicker fits under the sight 

mounting block and is easily 

adjustable for arrow length or 

clicker positioning.  The lower 

positioning of the clicker rod 

reduces visual interference with 

the sight at longer distances.  

Available in: RH or LH.

ADJUSTABLE CLICKER

The non-slip Extended Clicker 

design features a solid, one-

piece mounting bracket, noted 

for its ease of adjustment 

and is mounted on the sight 

bar.  It also incorporates three 

magnets; one in the rod holder, 

one in the channel, and the 

third at the bottom of the 

striker rod.  Working together, 

they help eliminate bounce-

back and vibration after 

the shot.  It comes with five 

different size jam blocks so you 

can fit it onto any size sight bar. 

EXTENDED CLICKER

The Magnetic Clicker mounting, 

fits under the sight block.  The 

clicker wire can be bent and 

adjusted to fit all bows.  The 

clicker can also be reversed for 

compound shooters using a long 

overdraw.

MAGNETIC CLICKER

AAE's Magnetic, Extended, and 

Adjustable Clickers all incorporate our dual 

magnet system designed for the target or 

IBO shooters using light weight carbon or 

aluminum arrows.  Very light side pressure 

against the arrow, plus a positive sound and 

feel, make these clickers unique.  

CLICKERS

Available in: 
Black, Blue, Red, and Silver.

MASTER PLUNGER COLORS

Master Plungers 

are NOT designed for 

wrap around rests.

MASTER LOK

LONG

STANDARD
AAE Master Plungers & Master Lok all have a 

stainless steel barrel and a smooth action Teflon™ 

sleeve that enhances these superb plungers.  

With a replaceable tip and two sizes of tapered 

springs contribute to the finest tune possible. 

Standard Plunger is not designed for wrap 

around rests.  It's lock ring is designed to only be 

finger tightened.  Available in: Black, Blue, Red, 

and Silver.

Long Plunger is designed for deep center 

shot bows.  It is not designed for wrap around 

rests.  It's lock ring is designed to only be finger 

tightened.  Available in: Black, Blue, Red, and 

Silver.

Master Lok Plunger is designed for wrap around 

rests.  It has a hex nut so you can tighten it in 

place with a wrench.  The extra long and heavy 

barrel makes this our most versatile plunger.  

Available in: Black

MASTER PLUNGERS
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The Hole-In-One is an adjustable mount 

that allows the archer to have their AAE 

Lube Tube attached to the bow.  This 

unique design places the Lube Tube 

in the most convenient place for quick 

access.  Now you can lube your arrows with 

minimal effort every time.  The Hole-In-One 

comes with a 5/16-24 low socket head cap 

screws and a 1/4-20 button head cap screw 

to allow for multiple mounting options. 

Lube Tube not included.

HOLE-IN-ONE

AAE’s Lube Tube makes 

pulling arrows out of any 

target easier than ever.  

Just push the arrow point 

through the cap to lube.  

The no-odor lube will not 

effect arrow flight.  The 

container is re-usable 

with refill lube available 

separately.

LUBE TUBE

The AAE Arm Guard was created for the 

elite target shooter.  It is a very thin, very 

tough Arm Guard that is contoured to fit 

snug and secure.  This Arm Guard gives 

maximum protection and maximum 

string clearance and is vented for hot 

days on the shooting line. 

Available in: Black, Blue, Hot Pink, 

Orange, Red, White and Yellow to 

coordinate with your equipment or 

clothing.  New Elastic Kit sold separately.

ARM GUARD

The Super Sling 

is a durable finger 

sling made with soft 

nylon and flexible 

vinyl components 

for an accurate fit. 

Available in five 

colors: Black, Blue, 

Red, White, Yellow 

and two lengths: 

Short (5-inch) and 

Long (6-inch).

SUPER SLING
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Fletch III makes fletching simple. Designed for target 

archers and bowhunters, it is easy-to-use, accurate, 

portable, and affordable.  Build identical arrows every time!

Fletch III features a fixed 1-degree offset and fits arrows 

.200” to .421” in diameter (X-10 diameter to 27 diameter).

Each component is specifically designed from materials 

that enhance that component’s function. For example, glue 

won’t stick to the clamp because it is made of a highly rigid 

material containing Teflon™ and silicone.

The X-Stand/Arrow Holder is designed for different sizes of 

arrow shafts. It is labeled “L” (large diameter) and “S” (small 

diameter) indicating which side of the stand to use. The Four 

Fletch and Crossbow Bolt is sold separately. 

FLETCH III

Crossbow 
Bolt 

Adapter

Four 
Fletch 

Adapter

Three 
Fletch 

Adapter

The Slippery Slide Cable Guide incorporates a tough Teflon™-filled material that reduces drag and 

increases accuracy.  Available in eight colors: Black, Gray, Green, Pink, Red, Orange, Blue, and White.

SLIPPERY SLIDE CABLE GUIDE

The Pro String Server features a Black or Orange 

carbon polymer body with a unique double-

bar tension system.  The self-centering washers 

contribute to even tension while serving.

The replaceable, no-fray thread guide not 

only simplifies threading, but increases the 

smoothness of the serving process.  This tool will 

produce the finest serving you have ever had.

PRO STRING SERVER

EliteStandard

The Gorilla Grip is a must have for any 

3D shooter.  The Gorilla Grip is made 

of solid natural rubber for superior 

grip on all types of arrows and it’s the 

easiest and most comfortable puller on 

the market. Its large diameter has been 

designed for maximum grip strength.  

Available in: Standard with a spring 

clip or Elite with a Mag-Clip.

GORILLA GRIP

The Mag-Clip is a handy, two section key chain system held together 

with very strong magnets.  This accessory is useful for keeping archery 

accessories attached to you or your side quiver.  

Works great with arrow grippers, as a key chain, or 

for many hunting accessories.  Packaged individually 

in eight colors: Black, Blue, Bright Green, Orange, 

Pink, Red, Sand, and Yellow.  Or by the bucket - 25 

Mag-Clips per bucket in assorted colors.  Mag-Clips 

can be custom printed with your company’s logo. Contact AAE for more 

information.

MAG-CLIP
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Moon Driver Nocks are for crossbow 
bolts. Moon drivers have a half-moon 
shape for string engagement, and 
are made by high-tolerance injection 
molding. 

Available in three sizes: 2117, 2216, and 
2219 • One Color: Green • Packaged in 
bags of 100 or bulk bags of 1,000

MOON DRIVERS

The Fiberglass Nock is 

designed for entry level 

fiberglass arrows.  

Available in: One Size to fit 

17/64” shaft diameter • Two 

Colors: Green and Orange • 

Packaged in bags of 100 or 

bulk bags of 1,000

FIBERGLASS NOCKS

AAE’s Plastinocks have a double snap design that gives a 

positive string fit but allows the arrow to leave the bowstring 

smoothly.  Longer ears and an angled throat design keep the 

nock on the bowstring at any string angle.  Its thin base gives 

the nock a perfect blend to the arrow shaft.  

The Plastinocks are available in:  Four Sizes: 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 

and 11/32”  • Seven Colors: White, Black, Red, Blue, Flu. 

Orange, Flu. Ruby,  and Flu. Green.  Packaged in bags of 100 

or bulk bags of 1,000        WHITE               BLACK                   RED                    BLUE                    FLU.                    FLU.                      FLU. 

                                                                                                                    ORANGE               RUBY                   GREEN

PLASTINOCKS

IP Nock—For decades AAE has been the world’s largest nock 

manufacturer, producing nocks for tens of millions of arrows around 

the world.  Through this time we have only created a few over-nocks 

(P-Nock and Z-Nock) under our own brand.  With the continuous 

growth of archery we have decided to construct our own line of AAE 

branded internal press fit nocks.  Gathering all of our knowledge 

and ability we are now offering the IP (Internal Plastinock) line of 

nocks.  Designed with shortened bodies for accuracy and durability 

along with single click snap features for a consistent release, AAE 

has created a nock that is extremely durable and forgiving, while 

still being effective for finger and release shooters alike.

The IP Nocks are available in: Three sizes:  4 (.165”), 5 (.205”), 6 

(.245”), and eight colors: Black, Blue, Bright Green, Hot Pink, Orange, 

Red,  White and Flo Yellow.

 BLACK             BLUE             BRIGHT          ORANGE           PINK                RED               WHITE          YELLOW 

                                         GREEN

IP NOCKS
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Technical Bowhunting
was written to change the way you 

think about shooting a bow, choosing 

equipment, setting up gear, making 

tough shots in the field, and dealing 

with buck fever and target panic 

by delivering powerful advice and 

anecdotes. The book includes tips to 

help unlock your skill and potential as 

an effective archer and bowhunter.

Written by expert bowhunter Joe Bell, technical archery 

writer, includes interviews and tips from some of the 

sport’s greatest pros, including Chuck Adams and Randy 

Ulmer. 

Get Sponsored Archery
is a step-by-

step guide 

that teaches 

archers 

how to get 

sponsors. 

Written by 

Heather and Jake Kaminski.

Training for Archery 

draws on 22 years of 

experience and expertise as an 

archer, by two-time Olympic 

silver medalist Jake Kaminski.  

In this book he shares his 

training plans for archers of all 

ages and skill levels. 

The book covers topics such 

as, how many arrows to 

shoot, training schedules, strength and conditioning, 

foods that fuel archery, along with recovery and 

sustainability.

BOOKS

AAE’s Classic T-Shirts are available in:  

Short Sleeve and Long Sleeve Black, 

Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, 2X, and 3X.

AAE SHIRTS

Black“Legacy”

Orange & Black Trucker

“Legacy”

Black Trucker

“Legacy”

Blue Trucker

Premium

Gray

Premium

Orange

All of AAE’s Caps have snap adjustable backs. AAE CAPS

AAE’s Arrow Straightener is an 

extremely strong and rugged precision 

instrument made from hard anodized 

aluminum.  The .0005” indicator allows 

a person to straighten an arrow to the 

tightest of factory standards. 

Completely adjustable precision 

bearings enable the very tips of the 

shaft to be straightened.  The Delrin 

straightening pad will not mar or dent 

the arrow.  This tool will pay for itself 

after straightening a few dozen arrows.

ARROW STRAIGHTENER
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Tom Fisher Sr.
AZ Javalina Hunt

Tom Fisher Sr.
AZ Deer Hunt

1980
T.J. Fisher

AZ Deer Hunt

T.J. & Dan Fisher 
with Tom Fisher Sr.'s 

record Elk

Tom Fisher Sr.

Max Hamilton and Tom Fisher Sr.'s sucessful AZ Deer Hunt.

T.J. Fisher; with large Colorado Antelope
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Father & Son

Canada

Fishing Trip

Father & Son

Canada

Fishing Trip

AaE CREW IN 1985

T.J. FISHER

AAE President

Cole

Peterson

Taylor 

Partridge

Randy 

Ulmer

Cameron 

Hanes

LeE & TifFany 

Lakosky

GAIUS 

CARTER

TOM 

FISHER SR.

Father & Son

Canada

Fishing Trip

NICK

FISHER
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ther & Son

Canada

Fishing Trip

ther & Son

Canada

Fishing Trip

ForRest 

Carter

WAYAHSTI

Perkins kilLer

MORGAN, REMi, 

HEIDI & NICK 

FISHER

GregG 

Ritz

DARrIN 

COLlINS

"Pigman" 

Brian 

Quaca

John 

Dudley

ARON 

SNYDER

PAIGE

Pearce

T.J. 

FISHER

T.J. FISHER

AAE President

NICK

FISHER
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Jeff HopkinsJohn VossieRoger Willette Jr.Kendall Woody

Melissa KilburnHeather GoreScott HopkinsTony Tazza

Sander DoldermanJoby ShawGaius CarterHenry Bass

Crispen DuenasIvana BudenDomagoj BudenSebastian Peineau

Jack WalliceJesse BroadwaterEmily McCarthyDanny McCarthy

2006 
Nick, Tom Sr. and Dan Fisher at the 

Redding Trail Shoot

T.J. Fisher
Tom and Millie Fisher Sr. in the '60's.  

"Archery Duo - Competing in the Mesa, 
Arizona Bowmen's shoot."

1975 
Tom and Millie Fisher at the Usery 

Archery Range, Mesa, AZ 
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Andy CallawayKeith TrailChris HackerGreg Poole

Darren CollinsShane BraggJames LutzShane Wills

Donnie ThackerLouie HolmesCooper FrenchErin McGladdery

Chris WhiteStephan HansenTanja JensenMartin Damsbo

Paul TedfordPaige PearceSteve AndersonLinda Ochoa-Anderson

Charlie SandlinMillie FisherMorgan FisherNick Fisher
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

ARIZONA ARCHERY ENTERPRISES
2781 N. Valley View Drive • Prescott Valley AZ 86314 • ArizonaArchery.com • 928-772-9887 • 928-772-6287 Fax

AAE’s Mission Statement

We value people, operate with integrity, and strive to exceed our customers’ expectations.  

This is achieved with excellence and innovation in all that we do.

T.J. Fisher, President 

Nick Fisher, General Manager

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS


